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Oil Stop Division of American Pollution Control Corporation (AMPOL)
is a manufacturer of environmental protection products and

equipment. Oil Stop has supplied products to government agencies,
port authorities, oil and gas companies, petrochemical plants, mining

companies, and private contractors in over 40 countries.

Oil Stop is a leading innovator in oil
spill equipment design

The OIL STOP Difference

World Leaders

We hold several patents on
containment boom designs

Our Auto Boom™ is known and
used worldwide

A trusted partner for the U.S.
Coast Guard
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AUTO BOOM

Rapid Deployment: All buoyancy chambers are inflated from a single
air source
Compact: On reel storage or Rapid Pack Bundles for easy storage and
transport
Exceptional Wave Conformance 
Positive Buoyancy: Built into every section to provide flotation prior
to inflation  
Reliable: No internal springs, check valves or frames to corrode or fail
Reduced Labor: Deployment only requires one operator at the reel
Safe: Low-pressure air source and minimal operator needs
Individual Buoyancy Chambers: Isolated buoyancy chambers 
Extended Use: An entire length of boom can be easily inflated from
any point during extended deployment applications
Accessory Equipment: Includes reels, hydraulic power packs,
blowers, tow bridles, anchor systems, and storage containers

Oil Stop’s single point inflation Auto
Boom™ was developed to provide
safe, quick and efficient containment
of floating oil. The unique design
makes it possible to store and deploy
from a hydraulic reel, up to 2,000 feet
of oil spill containment boom. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

PRODUCTS
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RAPID PACK SYSTEM

FIRE BOOM

Rapid Deployment of Auto Boom without air in chambers 
Ready-Made Auto Boom coils for launch without reel 
Hydraulically Operated with easy to learn controls
Easy Transport
Deployment from aircraft capabilities
Save Deck Space on offshore platforms and vessels

Oil Stop developed the Rapid Pack storage system for efficient
and rapid deployment at the onset of an oil spill. 

SYSTEM FEATURES

First Fire Resistant Boom for Inflatable Operation
Used in the response to Deepwater Horizon
Tested by the US Coast Guard for Flame Resistance and Security 
Tested & Operational for Over 13 Hour burns Over Two days.

https://oilstop.com/


FAST SWEEP SYSTEM

The Fast Sweep™ contains oil in currents up to 1.5 knots 
Rapid Deployment system fits on a hydraulically driven reel and can
be rapidly deployed by three people
High Tensile Spectra™ tension member at the mouth of the sweep
for added strength
Versatile System can be used with a skimmer and the apex section is
removable for attachment of an in line skimmer
Fast Sweep™ Booms are available in sizes ranging from 

20″ to 72″ 
Freeboard ranging from 8″ to 32″
Skirt depths from 8″ to 40″

PRODUCTS

Oil Stop's Fast Sweep™ System is a
rugged boom system constructed of
100% urethane coated material for
maximum tensile strength and
abrasion resistance. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Trusted partner of the U.S. Coast Guard
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

Oil Stop specializes in complete package
systems with equipment for containment,
recovery, storage and decontamination. We
offer a full range of oil spill control equipment
and complete system packages including oil
spill containment booms, liquid storage devices,
oil skimmers, boom reels, power packs, inflation
blowers, storage containers, and trailers. 

Solid Flotation and Permanent
‘Husky’ Booms

Remote Controlled Vessels

Shore-Tidal Guards

Liquid Storage Systems
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Oil Stop has established sales partners around the world. We have
designed and produced proven oil spill response and protection

products and provided on-site training in over 40 countries.

Our Clients
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